Philosophical approaches for deciding what is right or wrong can provide practical help to insure that
your ethical judgments are sound and to enlist the cooperation of others in doing what is right. In
addition to a company’s mission statement, core values, and ethics code, you can use ethical
principles or “ethics tests” as a management decision process—a recognized set of steps leading to
a decision about what should be done. To use these tests to stimulate insight and move a
discussion toward consensus, you need to be able to






Introduce
test and name it
If challenged, show why the test is a valid way to decide right or wrong
Apply the test to the situation
Draw a
based on the test
Compare the
of several tests if more than one is used

In most situations you will not need to use all the tests. Pick one or two that best show why the
action being considered is right or wrong. By knowing them all you can choose the ones that
provide the best insights and reasons for deciding, and you can recognize what kind of ethical
appeals others are making. It is also not necessary in a business or professional discussion to go
through each of the steps in the tests outlined below. Detailed steps are provided so that you
understand how the argument proceeds to the conclusion that an action or situation is good or bad,
right or wrong.
It is easier to move people to a new point of view gradually and by enlisting their cooperation.
Unless a forceful declaration like “That’s unethical!” is required to stop an action or get someone’s
attention, it is usually more effective to begin with a question that introduces an ethics test into the
discussion, such as “Is this a fair outcome?” or “Are we respecting their rights?” In order to have a
shorthand way of referring to the ethics principle, it is helpful to name the test at some point in the
conversation. For example, “We are talking about the ‘justice’ test.”
Nine modules on making ethical decisions follow:













